ARTJ - JAPAN HOUSE

ARTJ Class Schedule (https://courses.illinois.edu/schedule/DEFAULT/DEFAULT/ARTJ/)

Courses

ARTJ 199  Special Topics in Japanese Aesthetic Practices  credit: 1 to 3 Hours. (https://courses.illinois.edu/schedule/terms/ARTJ/199/)
Topic and subject matter to be published in individual course listings. Additional fees may apply. See Class Schedule. May be repeated in the same term or separate terms, if topics vary, to a maximum of 12 hours.

ARTJ 209  Chado (The Way of Tea)  credit: 3 Hours. (https://courses.illinois.edu/schedule/terms/ARTJ/209/)
Explores the Japanese Tea Ceremony and its relevance to everyday life. Students will acquire a better understanding of Japanese culture and a new appreciation of their own cultures through the study of the Tea Ceremony and the Zen worldview that informs it. Additional fees may apply. See Class Schedule.
This course satisfies the General Education Criteria for: Cultural Studies - Non-West

ARTJ 299  Seminar in Japanese Aesthetics  credit: 1 to 3 Hours. (https://courses.illinois.edu/schedule/terms/ARTJ/299/)
Offers an in-depth look at specific aspects of different Japanese art forms including anime, manga, and more. Topic and subject matter to be published in individual course listings. May be repeated in the same term or separate terms, if topics vary, to a maximum of 12 hours.

ARTJ 301  Manga: The Art of Image and Word  credit: 3 Hours. (https://courses.illinois.edu/schedule/terms/ARTJ/301/)
Introduction to manga (Japanese comics), its production, its history in both a Japanese and global context, and the fundamentals of manga as an art form and part of the larger cultural traditions of Japan; emphasis on critical analysis of a variety of manga in translation and related scholarly articles; discussion of the evolution of manga and the ways it interacts with culture and society.
This course satisfies the General Education Criteria for: Humanities - Lit Arts
Cultural Studies - Non-West

ARTJ 302  Intro to Japanese Animation  credit: 3 Hours. (https://courses.illinois.edu/schedule/terms/ARTJ/302/)
Introduction to anime (Japanese animation), its history, its relevance in both a Japanese and global context, and its international impact; emphasis on philosophical inquiry into issues raised in a variety of dubbed/subtitled anime and critical analysis of related scholarly articles; discussion of the mechanics of anime creation and examination of its interaction with other media including videogames and manga.
This course satisfies the General Education Criteria for: Humanities - Hist Phil
Cultural Studies - Non-West

ARTJ 399  Japan House Internship  credit: 3 Hours. (https://courses.illinois.edu/schedule/terms/ARTJ/399/)
Students will participate in outreach programming and development, communications, and special projects that focus on traditional Japanese arts and culture. Students must apply with an essay and interview process. Instructor approval required.
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